NOTICE

Date: - March 1, 2022

Subject: Attendance through AEBAS under Skill Hub Initiative-March 10th, 2022.

This is with regards to trainings being implemented under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) Skill Hub Initiative (SHI) with the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC). Educational Institutes implementing trainings under SHI are hereby informed to start marking attendance using Aadhaar Enabled Biometric Attendance System (AEBAS) by March 10, 2022. The institutes who have initiated trainings and are not marking attendance on AEBAS and batches fail to meet 70% criteria will be auto cancelled. Therefore, institutions need to ensure attendance is marked using AEBAS. Please see Annexure 1 for more information.

This is applicable with immediate effect and comes with the approval of competent authority

In case of any further information/clarification, you may write to aebashelpdesk@nsdcindia.org
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